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ABSTRACT

A new development in radiation pyrometry* replacing the 

traditional electromechanical chopper and heated reference cavity with 
a precision resistance thermometer9 has led to the design and construc
tion of a radiation thermometer possessing some unique characteristics„ 

This instrument combines high accuracy and stability with low power 
consumption, low cost and high reliability. It is particularly suited 

for operation in inaccessible locations using battery power• The theory 
behind the instrument has been developed along conventional lines, and 

the limitations defined. The sensing element is a thermopile and the 

reference element is a platinum resistance thermometer. The electronic 

circuitry is state-of-art using monolithic operational amplifiers, The 

calibration procedure is straightforward, using an easily fabricated 

separate reference target. The radiometer has an instrumental r.s.s. 

error of ±3.6 K over the environmental temperature range from -10 to 

60°C, and the output is directly proportional to measured temperature.

vii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This task was initiated in the spring of 1971 when the 

Watershed Management Department of The University of Arizona approached 

Professor W. L, Wolfe of the Optical Sciences Center with a request for 

assistance in locating an infrared radiometer for accurate assessment 

of the temperature of the Earth’s surface. This radiometer was to 

view a square meter or so of ground and indicate the average tempera

ture. The output would be fed to an FM telemetry unit where the

ground temperature? along with other meteorological factors obtained at

the same site, would be transmitted to a computer located at the 
university for further processing. The measurement site would be a 

remote desert location with limited accessibility and no AC power.

The first task was to establish a set of reasonable preliminary 
specifications for the desired radiometer. They were as follows:

Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference - 0.1°C 

Accuracy - ±0.5°C referred to a blackbody source through 

the temperature range 253 to 333 K

Emittance Correction Range - 0.5 to 1

Spectral Range - probably 8 to 11 pm to exclude atmospheric 

and reflected solar radiation
Field of View - probably between 6 and 30 degrees half-angle, 

to integrate over a wide area, possibly adjustable

1
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Speed of Response - preferably slow* >1 second, to enable 
time-integrated ground temperature to be measured 
Ambient Temperature Range - -20 to 60°C

Output — linear with temperature, in the range 0 to 1 volt 

Power Supply - 12 volts from an external battery, less 

than 200 mW total power drain if possible.

At this point, a letter was drafted and submitted to several 
manufacturers of infrared radiometers and pyrometers to determine if 

such an instrument was available commercially. The replies received 
indicated that this instrument was not available. Their accurate 
instruments were both very expensive and consumed large amounts of 

power (due to the use of an electromechanical chopper and a heated 
reference source); their inexpensive battery-powered instruments had 
neither the accuracy nor the long-term stability needed. Neither could 
they operate satisfactorily over the range of ambient temperatures 

specified. It was also deemed not feasible to perform simple modifica

tions on any available instrument to make it work satisfactorily.

After some thought, a new method of gaining high accuracy at 

low cost and low power consumption was devised. This concept utilizes 

a precision resistance thermometer to measure the reference temperature 

instead of a heated cavity. This thesis describes the design, develop

ment and calibration of a radiometer fabricated to prove this concept 

and to fulfill the above requirements as closely as possible for the 

Watershed Management Department.



CHAPTER 2

RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

Blackbody Radiation 
All bodies emit radiant energy to their surroundings due to 

their temperatures. The technique of determining the temperature of an 
object by measuring the emitted radiant energy" is known as radiation 
pyrometry or radiation thermometry, and devices using the technique 

are usually called radiation pyrometers, The terminology and defini

tions used in the following disucssion are from American Standards

Association (1967).
'

A blackbody is an ideal source of radiant energy having a 

uniform temperature whose radiant exitance in all parts of the spectrum 

is the maximum obtainable from any thermal source at the same tempera

ture, The Stefan-Boltzmann law gives the total radiant exitance of a 

blackbody as

M = aT4 (1)

where
-2M = radiant exitance (W-m )

o - Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6697x10 ® W-m  ̂-K 4)

T = absolute temperature (K) .

Radiant exitance M is defined as radiant power emitted from unit area of 

a surface. The spectral radiant exitance of a blackbody is given by



Planck’s law

c c /XT
Mx = ciA (e -i) ; (2)

where

-3= spectral radiant exitance (W-m ) 

c^ = First radiation constant (3.7415x10 ^  W-m^)
X = wavelength (m)
c„ = Second radiation constant (0.1043879 m-K)
T = absolute temperature (K) «

It is often more appropriate to use the term radiance (sometimes 

referred to as radiant sterance)9 which is defined as radiant power per 

unit area per unit projected solid angle. The relationship between 

radiance and exitance for a blackbody is L = M/tt (the result of 
integration using Lambertfs cosine law). Then the above two equations 

in terms of radiance become

L = f T 4 (3)

Lx = ^  X"5(e 2/ - D -1 . (4)

It should be noted that an integration of Eq» (2) over all wavelengths 
yields Eq. (1) <, There are many corollaries to these two lawsy but they 

are extraneous here,

Blackbody radiation can be approximated in practice using a 

heated cavity with an aperture very small in comparison to the internal 

surface of the cavity. The blackbody radiator is an ideal radiator, 

and real surfaces are not ideal, radiating less than a blackbody. The
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term used to characterize the difference between a real surface and a 

blackbody is emissivityEmissivity can be specified as total 

(integrated across the spectrum and weighted by the blackbody) or as 

spectral. The total emissivity of an element of surface is the ratio 
of its radiant exitance to that of a blackbody at the same temperature. 

The spectral emissivity of a like element at any wavelength is the 

ratio of its radiant exitance per unit wavelength interval at that 
wavelength to that of a blackbody at the same-temperature. Using these 
definitions, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be written as

Since these emissivities are defined as ratios, they can vary from 0 to

1. If a surface were to have an emissivity of 1, it would be a black

body. It has also been shown (Harrison 1960, p. 37) that

M = eoT,4 (5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where

r. = spectral reflectanceA
= spectral absorptance 

=:spectral transmittance
A

Equation (8) is known as Kirchhoff's radiation law. The equations also



are valid for a given body in equilibrium with its surroundings over 
a wide spectral range.

Emissivity of Environmental Surfaces

It is assumed that the temperatures to be measured fall within 

the range 253 to 333 K, and the following discussion is restricted to 

that range. Figure 1 shows the normalized spectral radiant exitance 
for blackbodies at these two temperatures superimposed upon a curve of 
the transmission of the Earth's atmosphere (Gates 1962). As seen from 
the curve, the peaks of the two spectral radiant exitance curves are 
located at 8.7 to 11.4 pm. The equation for blackbody spectral 
radiant exitance can be manipulated to determine the wavelength of 

maximum radiation contrast; i.e., where dM/dT is a maximum. This wave

length is given by (Hudson 1969, p. 64)

X = 2411/T (9)m

so that for T = 253 K, X = 9.53 pm and for T = 333 K, X = 7.24 pm.m m
Thus the optimum spectral range for the given temperature span is from 

about 7.2 pm to 9.5 pm, where a change in temperature will generate the 

greatest change in radiation.
The emissivity of typical surfaces are investigated next. Most 

of the available data are presented as a "band" emissivity over some 

poorly defined wavelength range (i.e., as taken using a filtered 
radiometer) or as a curve of reflectance vs. wavelength. The reflec

tance can be converted to emissivity using Eqs. (7) and (8) with the 

assumption that the transmission is zero. Since the wavelength region
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must be restricted to avoid radiation from the atmosphere and the 

spectral filtering employed might not correspond to that used by other 
investigators, the most suitable data is the reflectance vs. wavelength 

information. Hovis (1966), Buettner and Kern (1965), and Dunning and 
Nicodemus (1965) give some of this information, and Fig. 2 shows a 

typical spectral reflectance curve for a sandy soil (Hovis 1966). Note 
a relatively high area of reflectance between 8 and 10 pm. This is due 

to reststrahlen (residual ray) reflection from SiO^ and is common to 
all soils containing silica. Therefore, a wavelength interval in the 

region between 10 and 14 pm has been recommended (Hovis 1966).
Once a wavelength region has been selected, an integrated band 

emissivity can be defined by

X9A  M(X,T)e(X)dX 

eB - ^ -------------
!x M(X,T)dX

where

e = band emissivity
B

e(X) = spectral emissivity

M(X,T) = blackbody spectral radiant exitance at temperature T 

X^ = short-wavelength limit of filter transmission

Xg = long-wavelength limit of filter transmission.

Note that e_ will be a function of the blackbody temperature T. How-D

ever, if the e (X) is reasonably uniform between X^ and X^, this effect

can be neglected and e is then equal to e(X) within the limits. This
B
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can be achieved by either selecting a wavelength interval where e(X) is 

essentially constant or selecting a very narrow wavelength region.

Atmospheric Effects 

Referring to Fig, 1, a curve of the transmission characteristics 

of the Earth's atmosphere is shown for the 2 to 22 pm spectral region• 
Note that there are several regions of high atmospheric transmission, 
usually called atmospheric "windows"«, Of concern here is the trans

mission and emission of the atmosphere between the source and the 

radiometer o The transmission must be high and the emission low so that 

the radiometer output will be independent of the intervening atmosphere. 

Equations (7) and (8) show that the requirements for both high trans

mission and low emission are met simultaneously by selecting as the 

operating wavelength range one of the atmospheric windows,
The window closest to the wavelengths of maximum radiation 

contrast is the 8 to 14 pm window. Henceforth, the region from 10 to 

14 pm will be considered as discussed in the previous section, Hudson 

(1969) presents data on the transmission of atmospheric H^O and COg, the 

only important constituents in this region. The maximum path length 

is taken as 2 meters for this application. Table 4,10 in Hudson 
(1969) gives data for CO^ transmission for a 200 meter path length.

In the 10 to 14 pm spectral region, the transmission is greater than
■-30,997, Using a maximum atmospheric water vapor content of 40 g-cm 

(corresponding to 100 percent R,H, at 350C), the precipitable H^O is 

0,1 mm. Table 4,9 in Hudson (1969) shows transmission vs, wavelength 

for precipitable H^O from 0,2 mm and up. It is estimated from this
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table that the transmission in the 10 to 14 ym region for a precipitable 
HgO of 0.1 mm is greater than 0.997, Thus the total atmospheric trans
mission is greater than 0.994. The effect of this transmission loss on 
the determined temperature is less than 0.45 K. With the wavelength 
range restricted to the 11 to 13 ym range as shown in Fig. 5, the, 

transmission is on the order of 0.999 and the corresponding effect on 

the determined temperature is less than 0.1 K,

The atmosphere is also a source of radiant energy 9 and can be 

calculated. The radiance due to the atmosphere, using e = (l-r),

T = 308 K and neglecting interactions, is 2,4 x 10 W-cm ^-sr  ̂for
-6 -2 -1the 10 to 14 ym range, and 1.3 x 10 W-cm -sr for the 11 to 13 ym 

range. In both cases, these radiances are much smaller than the ground 

radiance and in addition tend to compensate for the transmission loss. 

Therefore, these factors can readily be ignored.

Reflectance Effects 

The upward radiant flux from a surface consists of two compo

nents t (1) the radiated flux determined by the temperature and the 
emissivity of the surface, and (2) the reflected flux determined by the 

reflectance of the surface and the incident flux from its background. 

This second component is now considered. All of the sources of radiant 

energy that contribute to the reflected radiation from the ground are 

classified as background. These sources include the sky, terrain 

projecting above the horizon, the Sun, the instrument itself and its 

supporting structure, and other nearby structures.



For simplification, it will be assumed that only solar and sky 

radiation are important. It will also be assumed that the sky is a
l ' .

Lambertian emitter in the infrared. Solar radiation will be treated 

separately. Then the radiant flux incident upon the ground from the 
sky is

Eg = irLg sin26 (11)

2for a field of view with half-angle 0, For one hemisphere, sin 0 = 1 
and Eg = rrLg„ The total flux Mg reflected by the ground is r^Eg, the

reflectance r multiplied by the radiant incidence. It is also assumed
s -ithat the ground is Lambertian, such that the ground radiance is ir

times the radiant exitance. Thus the ground radiance due to the back
ground L is simply r times the background radiance, or % 8

l s b  =  r g L B  • ( 1 2 > :

As shown by Eqs, (7) and (8), the sum of the reflectance, trans

mittance and emissivity is 1, If the transmission is assumed zero, 

then

r = 1-e o (13)8 g

Since e is the emissivity of the ground, the incoming radiation is 
&

multiplied by (1-8 ), The full equation for the ground radiance is8
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where the subscript T here refers to the total radiance, B refers to
the background and g refers to the ground.

Since the quantity to be measured is related to L , both eg g
and Lg must be known. However, if a spectral region is used where

Eg is close to unity and where is low, they may be neglected. It

has already been shown where e is high in the 10 to 14 ym region.' For
8

the background radiance to be low, a wavelength region must be selected
where the atmospheric transmission is high. As discussed earlier, to

avoid seeing the atmosphere directly, the region from 8 to 14 ym is

most suitable. This region meets both demands, as they both require

high atmospheric transmission.

In the infrared, the Sun can be taken as a 6000 K blackbody.

The percentage of radiant energy of a 6000 K blackbody in the 10 to

14 ym wavelength region is 0.04 percent. Taking the solar constant

as 0.14 W-cm  ̂outside the Earth’s atmosphere and assuming zero loss

through the atmosphere, the irradiance on the ground in the 10 to 14 ym 
-4 -2range is 4.2 % 10 W-cm . If the ground is a Lambertian reflector,

- 4 - 2 - 1  the radiance is 1.35 x 10 xr W-cm -sr where r is the groundg g
reflectance. This figure compares with a ground radiance of
1.7 x 10 ^(1-r ) W-cm ^-sr for a ground temperature of 253 K and 

8- 3 - 2 - 1  5.3 x 10 (1-r ) W-cm -sr for a ground temperature of 333 K. Thus
8

if the reflectance of the ground is less than 5 percent, the influence 

of solar radiation is less than 0.5 percent, corresponding to a tempera

ture difference of less than 0.3 K.

It is assumed that the radiometer is used such that the 

angular subtense of all other background objects is small. Then the



2term sin 0 in Eq. (11) renders their contribution negligible« This 

assumption appears reasonable for a 2 meter mounting height for the 

radiometer, and for proper attention to support structure and location.

All factors considered, the wavelength region between 10 and 
14 ym is the best choice for radiation pyrometry in the stated 
temperature range. Similar discussions are found in Fuchs and Tanner 
(1966), Lorenz (1966), Lowry and Gay (1970), and Idso, Fuchs, and 
Tanner (1971).

Radiometric Instrumentation 

Radiometric instrumentation for the measurement of temperature 

has generally evolved in two different directions. The first direction 

is toward low-priced instruments having in general the following 
characteristics:

Wide Spectral Range

Wide Source Temperature Span

Self-contained
Meter Output

Battery powered, low power consumption

Modest Accuracy
Poor long-term stability.

The second group, in the opposite direction, is comprised of higher- 

priced instruments characterized in general by the following:

Narrow Spectral Range 

Narrow Source Temperature Span 

Multiple Unit
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Meter or Voltage Output
AC Line powered, high power consumption
Good long-term stability.

Some of these characteristics have in the past been mutually exclusive. 

For example, to achieve the highest accuracy and long-term stability, 

the usual solution has been to employ an electromechanical chopper to 

avoid DC drift and an internal thermostatically-controlled cavity to 
act as a reference source. The use of these features dictates a large, 
cumbersome electronics package, and requires AC power. Also, the wide 
source temperature span of the low-priced units is commensurate with 

their modest accuracy, poor stability and metered output, whereas the 

use of a narrower source temperature span implies higher accuracy and 

stability.

There is a need for an instrument that combines the desirable 

features of both categories, perhaps at an intermediate cost. The 

desirable features, evaluated particularly with respect to remote 
applications, are:

Self-contained
Meter or Voltage output

Battery powered, low power drain

High Accuracy

Good long-term stability.

To achieve ah instrument 'such as this requires a new concept in 

precision fadiometry. The use of the traditional electromechanical 

chopper and heated cavity must be discarded and an alternate reference 

scheme must be sought.



CHAPTER 3

LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY REMOTE OPERATION

Long-Term Stability 
In order for an instrument to be considered useful for remote 

applicationsj the need for periodic maintenance and calibration must be 
considered• The design must be conducted such that only stable 

components are used in critical portions of the instrument <> The antici

pated maintenance interval on the field station is 90 days. Therefore, 

the objective is to achieve a design that will not require periodic 
maintenance or recalibration more often than three months.

Several specific instances of good design practice can be made 
here. Optical components should be fabricated from inert materials such 

as quartz or other pon-hygroscopic inorganics to avoid changes in 

transmission due to exposure to the atmosphere. The most stable 

electronic components are precision resistors; consequently they should 

govern circuit operation wherever possible. Mechanical parts should be 

either coated with a protective covering or passivated to prevent 

corrosion.

Environmental Resistance 

Certain rather stringent environmental requirements must be met 

for an instrument to be considered suitable for unattended field 

operation. An instrument must not only remain operational but must

16
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retain its calibration during extremes in temperature and humidity as 

well as after exposure to existing natural phenomena not categorized 
as calamitous.

For the intended use of this radiometer, the following specifi
cations have been established:

1. Temperature extremes -
99 percent probability temperature maximum- 50°C.

. 99 percent probability temperature minimum- -20°C.
With full sunlight, a temperature rise over ambient 

of 10°C is anticipated. Thus the 99 percent 

probability maximum should be 60°C for the instrument 

temperature.

2. Temperature cycling -
1000 cycles with a AT of 40°C and a maximum rate of 

1°C per minute, within the limits from -20°C to 60°C.

3. Atmospheric humidity -
Must withstand 100 percent r.h. at 30°C decreasing 

to 0 percent r.h. at 50°C9

4. Atmospheric pressure -

Must withstand reduced pressures to an effective 

altitude of 5 km (400 Torr).

5. Rain, snow, sleet, hail -
The unit must withstand short periods of total

submergence, maximum loading due to wet snow and

hailstones up to 25 mm in diameter with a density of 
30.8 g/cm arriving with a velocity of 30 m/sec.



Lightning -

The electronics should be isolated within a highly- 
conducting outer case to minimize damage from high 
electric field strengths due to nearby lightning 
strikes« The instrument should not be expected to 

survive a direct hit.

Solar radiation -

All materials used should be stable in the presence 
of terrestrial solar radiation including the residual 

ultraviolet passing through the EarttV s atmosphere. 

Wind -
The radiometer must withstand 18 m/sec winds at an 

elevation of 3 meters. The supporting structure must 

be able to support the loaded radiometer.

Sand and dust -
Size: Sand ,08-1 mm diameter; 90 percent between

o08-o3 mm diameter.
Dust ,0001-,08 mm diameter; 90 percent less 

than o,002 mm diameter.

Shape: angular, sharp

Hardness: 7 - 8  Moh

Concentration: ,002 g/cm^ between ,02 and 1 meter

elevation.
The window should be able to withstand a sandstorm 

without significant loss of transmission and a
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consequent change in calibration„ If this creates a 

problem, a replaceable window made of polyethylene 
may be fitted.

The specifications above were chosen from the following sources of 

information,U.S. Air Force (1961), National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (1965), and U.S. Weather Bureau (1959). They are repre

sentative of conditions found on the North American continent and may 

not be entirely satisfactory elsewhere, '

Power Consumption 

For unattended remote operation, the source of power to be 

relied upon must be considered. The sites where this radiometer is 
planned to be used have no AC power available. Therefore batteries 

must be used, and the power consumption of the radiometer must be 

minimized for long life with economical batteries. Rechargeable lead- 

acid automobile batteries can be buried for temperature and voltage 
stability, and the exchange or recharge cycle should preferably be 

90 days..



CHAPTER 4

AN ALTERNATE REFERENCE SCHEME

The constraints imposed on a radiometer by the need for remote 
operation rule out existing high-accuracy radiometer designs using a 
heated cavity reference and an electromechanical chopper» These 
radiometers consume too much power for long term unattended operation«
An alternate scheme has been developed to provide an accurate reference 

without undue power consumption and complication.

A thermopile produces a Seebeck e.nuf. proportional to the 

difference in temperature between the "hot" junctions and the "cold" 

junctions. If the hot junctions of a radiation thermopile are exposed 
to a source of radiant energy such that their temperature rises above 

the temperature of the shielded cold junctions9 then an e.m&f, will be 

generated that is proportional to this temperature rise. If the cold 

junction temperature can be determined by some independent means, then 

the temperature of the hot junctions can also be determined. If the hot 

junction temperature bears a fixed relationship to an external radia

tion parameter, then this external parameter can be inferred.
In the radiometer considered here, the cold junctions of the 

thermopile assume very nearly the temperature of the housing, due to 

radiative and conductive coupling. The hot junctions will influence the 

cold junctions slightly due to conduction down the wires, but this 

effect is minimized during fabrication by proper choice of conductor

20
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size. A platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) is mounted in intimate 

thermal contact with the housing, and thus indicated the temperature 
of the cold junctions. The temperature of the hot junctions can be 
inferred using the thermopile output and the cold junction temperature. 

The hot junctions assume a temperature proportional to the net heat 
transfer between the hot junctions and their surroundings. The 
thermopile e.m.f. is given by

E = R(AT) (15)

where

R = responsivity (volts/watt)

AT = T, - Th c
T^ = temperature of the hot junctions

T^ = temperature of the cold junctions.

The hot junction temperature is

T. = AP + BP (16)h s c

where Pg is the net power from the source, P^ is the net power from the

case, and A and B are constants. This equation shows the linearity of

the thermopile E = KP. which is valid for AT less than 1°C. The AT tp in
will be limited to less than 0.1°C in this design. A more complete 
description of thermopile fundamentals can be found in Stevens (1970),
Holter et al. (1962), and Smith, Jones, and Chasmar (1957).
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The following development is for a thermopile exposed directly 
to a source of radiant energy with no intervening spectral filter. The 
power incident from the source is A ’T ^  where Tg is the source tempera
ture and A* is a constant including A, the source emissivity eg and 
various geometrical factors. Similarly, the power incident from the
case is B'T  ̂where T is the case temperature and B 1 is analogous to c c
A 1. The hot junction temperature is then

T, = A*T 4 + B ’T * (17)h s c

and the temperature difference is

AT = A ’T 4 + B'T 4 - T . (18)

Careful design will ensure that the temperatures of the cold junction 

and the immediate surroundings will be the same and that this tempera

ture is measured by the platinum resistance thermometer. Then

E = R(A'T 4+B'T 4-T ) . (19)tp s e e

If a signal CT^ from the platinum resistance thermometer is added to 

the thermopile voltage by a summing amplifier, the result is

E = R(A’T 4+B’T 4) -RT + CT (20)sum s c c c

and if C is set equal in magnitude to R, then these last two terms 

cancel, leaving

E = R(A’T 4+B’T 4) . (21)sum s c
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If the instrument is constructed such that A'T  ̂»  B ’Ts c 9
then the output of the summing amplifier is

E = RA’T 4 . (22)sum s K '

At this point a logarithmic circuit can be added to extract the fourth 

root such that

E = K(RAfT )5 = K'T (23)out s s

and K can be adjusted for the desired scale factor. A block diagram of
an instrument capable of accomplishing this is shown in Fig. 3.

If it is not possible to make A'T 4 »  B'T 4 , another scheme cans c
be used. From above, Eq. (21) describes the output of the summing 
amplifier. Since we already have a voltage from the platinum resis

tance thermometer proportional to T^, we can apply it to two consecutive 

squaring circuits, scale it with regard to magnitude and sign, and apply 

it to the input of the summing amplifier along with the other inputs.

The output of the summing amplifier is then given by Eq. (22). Figure 

4 shows a block diagram of a circuit that can accomplish these opera

tions .
The inclusion of a spectral filter will alter this analysis to

some extent. If the filter is located such that only the radiant

energy from the source passes through the filter and the radiant energy

from the surroundings (including the warm filter) is incident directly

on the detector, then the term A'T 4 must be modified to A'T n where ns s
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is determined using a spectral normalization proceduree The exponent
44 on the term B remains the same, and the double-square circuit is 

still applicable•

The key to the success of this design is the inclusion of an 

independent and absolute thermometer to measure the local temperature 

in the vicinity of the cold junctions„ The assumption that the cold 
junction temperature then equals the platinum resistance thermometer 

temperature must be made, and this is generally true to within fractions 

of a degree for good mechanical and thermal design•



CHAPTER 5

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE RADIOMETER 

Sensor
The initial sensor designed was an evaporated Bi-Sb thermopile 

with 96 junctions arranged near the perimeter of a quartz substrate. 
Quartz was chosen as the substrate as it combined high strength with 
low electrical and thermal conductivity and was inexpensive and readily 

obtainable. The substrates fabricated were 25 mm in diameter and 1 mm 

thick. Four holes each approximately 0.65 mm in diameter were 

abrasively bored near the edge to serve as lead attachment points. 

Bismuth and.antimony were chosen as the thermoelectric materials as 
this pair has the highest thermoelectric power (^100 pV/°C) of any 

common metals and they are readily deposited by evaporation. After 
several attempts to fabricate a 0.025 mm thick molybdenum evaporation 

mask in the Solid State Engineering Laboratory in the Electrical 

Engineering Department ended in failure, an excellent mask of 0,05 mm 

molybdenum was fabricated to print by Buckbee-Mears.
The difficulties experienced with the platinum resistor 

described in the next section caused this phase of the project to be 

terminated before the mask was used; The sensor finally employed is 

the Model C-l twelve-junction thermopile from Sensors, Inc. This 

device is mounted in a TO-5 transistor can with a KBr window. A 

responsivity of 5 volts/watt is claimed. This is not as high as the
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anticipated responsivity of the 96-junction sensor9 but the electronics 

can easily accommodate the lower responsivity.

Reference
The reference thermometer as originally designed was a platinum 

resistor of about 1000 ohms deposited on the same quartz substrate 
used for the thermopile. It was designed as a zig-zag pattern to 

achieve the desired resistance while maintaining reasonable values of 

metal width and thickness* It was to be deposited on the opposite side 

of the quartz substrate from the thermopile, directly opposed to the 
cold junctions so as to indicate as closely as possible the actual 

temperature of the cold junctions.
The initial trials were conducted in the Solid State Engineer

ing Laboratories with a platinum paste formulated to achieve the 

desired sheet resistance of 10 ohms per square. After numerous trials, 

a satisfactorily uniform and tenacious, deposit was attained. However, 

the etchants normally employed for platinum failed to perturb it, and 

finally the most potent etchant found, containing HE, removed the film 

by destroying the substrate.
Later attempts at the Optical Sciences Center to evaporate a 

satisfactory platinum film from a heated wire likewise ended in failure 

when the platinum would not etch in aqua regia but promptly washed off 

the substrate with alcohol. As time was growing short, it was decided 

to purchase a commercial platinum resistance thermometer, the Model 
118L from Rosemount Engineering Company. This device was bonded to the 

back of the TO-5 thermopile housing with an aluminum-filled epoxy so it
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would be in as close thermal contact with the thermopile as possible.
A table of resistance vs. temperature as supplied by the manufacturer 
is given in the Table below:

Table 1

Platinum Resistance Thermometer 
Resistance vs. Temperature

T(°C) R (ohms)

-20 460.17

0 500.00

20 539.45

40 578.67
60 617.66

80 656.42

Optics
Only a minimum of optical elements were deemed necessary in this 

design: a filter to limit the spectral bandwidth, a window to seal the

radiometer from the environment, and an aperture stop.

As discussed in a previous section, consideration of the 

spectral range was of prime importance. To avoid radiation from the

atmosphere giving rise to an instrument response, operation in an
atmospheric window is essential. Freedom from interaction with solar 

radiation along with consideration of target radiance dictates that the
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8 to 14 ym window is more suitable than windows at shorter wavelengths. 
Within this region, the 8 to 10 ym region is to be avoided such that 
the reststrahlen band in silica will not affect the measurement. The 
filter initially sought was a 10 ym cuton long-wavelength-pass 
multilayer deposited on an IRTRAN-2 substrate which yields a 14 ym 
cutoff, but the quotes received were far in excess of the amount the 

budget.would allow. Finally, a surplus filter from OCLI was selected. 

This filter is deposited on a 25 mm diameter, 1 mm thick germanium 
substrate. Its bandpass is from 10.7 to 12.9 ym, and its spectral 

transmission is shown in Fig. 5.
The window chosen to seal the radiometer is 12 mm in diameter 

and 1 mm thick fabricated from IRTRAN-2, This window cuts off at 14 ym 
and serves to prevent any radiation of longer wavelengths which might 

be passed by the filter. It also has sufficient strength and trans

parency for the purpose.
No specifications were given for the acceptance angle for the 

radiometer. A half-angle of 19 degrees was arbitrarily chosen to give 

a field of view of approximately 1 square meter with a mounting height 

of 1.2 meters. The change in active area of the sensing element from 

the 96-junction thermopile to the C-l device decreased the maximum field 

angle by approximately one degree.
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Electronics

As the signal from the thermopile is rather weak, the most 

critical electronic element is the amplifier needed to raise the signal 

to a useful level» It was decided to use a chopper-stabilized 
operational amplifier as the most economical (financially, spatially, 

and in power demand) means of achieving low drift and offset over the 
voltage and temperature range expected. . A survey of commercially 
available amplifiers showed the Analog Devices Model 232K as the best, 

having a voltage offset drift of 0.1 yV/°C and a current drift of

0.5 pA/°C.
An experiment to determine the optimum circuit configuration

showed that due to a high internal resistance in the thermopile, the
current-to-voltage converter circuit performed the best. Any additional
input circuit resistance, as in the normal inverting amplifier, only

served to limit the thermopile current and therefore the output voltage.

In order to get a reasonable signal to override the noise and drift of

the subsequent stage, the feedback resistance required is on the order 
8of 10 ohms. Stable, compact and inexpensive resistors of this magni

tude are not available. Therefore a Tee-network was used in the 

feedback loop to simulate the needed resistance with three reasonable 

resistors. During one of the high-temperature soaks on the radiometer, 

the thermopile opened. The device was well within its ratings at the 

time, and the reason for the failure has not been determined. It could 

have been either a defective unit or could have been damaged by an 

electrical transient. The factory replaced the thermopile, and several
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protective devices were added to the circuit to prevent any sizeable 

transients from reaching the thermopile. The complete thermopile 

amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 6, along with a parts list and 

pertinent equations for its operation. The basic I-V converter circuit 
is from Burr-Brown (1969, p. 49) and the Tee-network is from Philbrick 
Researches (1966, p. 24).

The resistance thermometer circuit shown in Fig. 7 is a
. -3temperature-stabilized constant-current generator which forces 10

amperes through the platinum resistance thermometer. This current 
level gives signal levels near 0.5 volt with a minimum of self-heating 
(about 0.5 milliwatt). The self-heating coefficient of the platinum 

resistance thermometer is on the order of 20 mW/°C for.this mounting.

The current generator is divided into two stages: (1) a separate

current source to drive a temperature-compensated zener regulator D102, 

which serves as a voltage reference for (2) the current source driving 

the platinum resistance thermometer. The basic constant-current cir
cuit is from Tobey, Graeme, and Huelsman (1971, p. 227).

The platinum resistance thermometer resistance given by the 

manufacturer was shown in Table 1. In order to achieve a linear voltage 

output with respect to absolute temperature, an additional resistor, 

shown on the diagram as R114 must be added. This resistor was calcu

lated using the expressions

A(Rpl+R114) = T1 + 273

A(Rp2+R114) = T2 + 273 . (24)
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Fig. 6. Thermopile Amplifier

A1 - Analog Devices 232 K R1 - 49.9 fi, 1%, i Watt
Cl - .01 yF, 100 V Ceramic R2 - 115 KJ2, 1%, * Watt
C2 - .01 pF, 100 V Ceramic R3 - 1.21 KO, 1%, A Watt
D1 - 1N615 R4 - 115 Kfl, 1%, A Watt
D2 - 1N615 R5 - 22 ft, 5%, A Watt
D3 - 1N473 R6 - 100 Kft Trimpot

TP - Sensors C-l
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RI04
RIIO
AAA/CIOI

CI02 CIOS

C I0 4RIOI
RI06RI02

E R112RI07
V\AA

RIOS
V\AAAIOI RI13

A I02

RIOS

RII4
RIOS

D I023k  ▼ RI09

Fig. 7. Resistance Thermometer Circuit

A101 - Burr-Brown 3058/01 R105 - 22 Mft, 5%, 4 Watt
A102 - Burr-Brown 3058/01 R106 - 390 ft, 5%, 4 Watt
C101 - .01 yF, 100 V, Ceramic R107 - 56.2 ft, 1%, 4 Watt
C102 - 2200 pF, 100 V, Ceramic R108 - 56.2 Kft, 1%, 4 Watt
C103 - .01 yF, 100 V, Ceramic R109 - 5.62 Kft, 1%, 4 Watt
C104 - 2200 pF, 100 V, Ceramic R110 - 1.21 Kft, 1%, 4 Watt
D101 - 1N829 Rill - 22 Mft, 5%, 4 Watt
D102 - 1N829 R112 - 390 ft, 5%, 4 Watt
R101 - 825 n, 1%, 4 Watt R113 - 121 ft, 1%, 4 Watt
R102 - 11.0 Kfi, 1%, 4 Watt R114 - 40.2 ft, 1%, 4 Watt
R103 - 1.10 Kfl, 1%, 4 Watt Rp - Rosemount 118"L PRT
RIO 4 - 562 ft, 1%, 4 Watt

I1 =~E1/R103 IR = "ER/R109
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Solution of these simultaneous equations gave a value for R114 of 40.9

ohms. This value was obtained by placing two resistors in parallel,

one of 42.2 ohms and the other of 1780 ohms.

The summing amplifier which adds the thermopile signal to the
platinum resistance thermometer signal in the proper proportions is 
shown in Fig. 8. The resistors R117 and R118 were chosen during the 
calibration phase, and resistor R120 was chosen to give an output of 

about 1 volt to assure compatibility with the"following circuitry.

This circuit is from Burr-Brown (1963, p. 59).
The output voltage of the summing amplifier is proportional to 

the exitance of the source rather than the source temperature. To 

determine the temperature relationship between the source exitance and 

its temperature, a short program was written for the General Electric 

time-sharing computer to solve the equation

for M 1 the apparent radiant exitance with the filter transmission t(X) 

for temperatures between 250 and 350 K. These data, shown in Table 2, 

were then fed into an internal library program on the General Electric 

computer called CURFT#, which fits six different equations to the data. 

The results, given in Table 3, show that the best relationship is

M' = 1.802xl0-13 t4,204 (26)

and this will be satisfactory to ±2 percent over the range 257 to 343 K
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A103
C105
C106
C107
R115
R116
R117

RI20

CIOS

RII5

‘z J Z -

RI16

RI22RI2I
RII7
V W

A103

RI23

CI06RII9

CI07

RI24

Fig. 8. Summing Amplifier

Fairchild U5B7725333 
.01 yF, 100 V, Ceramic 
2200 pF, 100 V, Ceramic 
4700 pF, 100 V, Ceramic 
5 Kfi Trimpot 
5 Kft Trimpot 
82.5 K£2, 1%, 4 Watt

R118 - 115 Kfl, 1%, 4 Watt 
R119 - 5.62 Kfi, 1%, 4 Watt 
R120 - 196 KO, 1%, 4 Watt 
R121 - 82 KO, 5%, 4 Watt
R122 - 22 Kfi, 5%, 4 Watt
R123 - 39 ft, 5%, 4 Watt
R124 - 12 ft, 5%, 4 Watt

E = - R120 o
R

R115 + R117 R116 + R118



Table 2
Radiant Exitance vs. Blackbody Temperature 

With Filter Function

Temperature Exitance

250 2.09399E-18

255 2.30607E-18

260 2.53046E-18

265 2.76725E-18

270 3.01648E-18

275 3.27818E-18

280 3.55236E-18

285 3.83899E-18

290 4.13806E-18

295 " 4.44951E-18

300 4.77330E-18

: 305 5.10933E-18

310 5.45754E-18

315 5.81782E-18

320 6.19007E-18

325 6.57417E-18

330 6.970Q0E-18

335 7.37743E-18

340 7.79633E-18

345 8.22655E-18

350 8.66794E-18
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TctbXB 3

Curve Fitting To Empirical Relationship

Curve Type

1. Y=A+(B*X)
2. Y=A*EXP(B*X)
3. Y=A*(Xb)
4. Y=A+(B/X)
5. Y=1/(A+B*X)
6. Y=X/(A+B*X)

Index Of 
Determination

.99015

.992427

.998221

.964318

.925578

.965482

-1.47504E-02 
6.71639E-05 
1.80195E-13 
2.42458E-02 
1247.31 
301857.

B

6.58234E-05
1.40745E-02
4.20428

-5.71546
-3.35911
-777.049

X-Actual Y-Actual Y-Calc Difference PCT Differ

250 .002094 2.17449E-03 -8.04949E-05 -3.7
255 .002306 2.36328E-03 -5.72840E-05 -2.4
260 .00253 2.56431E-03 -3.43147E-05 —1.3
265 <,002767 2.77812E-03 -1.11223E-05 - .4
270 .003016 3.00525E-03 1.07455E-05 .3
275 .003278 3.24627E-03 3.17282E-05 .9
280 .003552 3.50175E-03 5.02527E-05 1.4
285 .003839 3.77227E-03 6.67332E-05 1.7
290 .004138 4.05843E-03 7.95715E-05 1.9
295 .004449 4.36084E-03 8.81557E-05 2.
300 .004773 4.68014E-03 9.28623E-05 1.9
305 .005109 5.01695E-03 9.20541E-05 1.8
310 .005458 5.37192E-03 8.60810E-05 1.6
315 .005818 5.74572E-03 7.22806E-05 1.2
320 .00619 6.13902E-03 5.09768E-05 .8
325 .006574 6.55252E-03 2.14807E-05 .3
330 .00697 6.98691E-03 —1.69095E—05 — . 2
335 .007377 7.44291E-03 -6.59090E-05 — .8
340 .007796 7.92125E-03 -1.25247E-04 -1.5
345 .008227 8.42266E-03 -1.95663E-04 -2.3
350 .008668 8.94791E-03 -2.79913E-04 —3.1

STD Error of Estimate 1.03181E-04
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(-16 to 70°C)• A relatively simple circuit can be constructed to raise 
an input voltage to any fixed power between 0.2 and 5. To achieve an 

excellent (on the order of 0.1 percent) linearization to temperature 
would require extensive circuitry which would greatly increase both the 

cost and the power consumption. Therefore, it was decided to use the 
simple circuit and tolerate the results. Calculations were made to 

determine the error in temperature as a result of this 2 percent error 
in the log. The result was an error of 1.1 K at 257 K, an error of 
1.4 K at 300 K and an error of 1.9 K at 343 K. These errors are 
beyond the target accuracy of 0.5 K. With due regard to cost and power 

considerations, the preliminary specification must be relaxed if a 

linear output is desired. With a separate calibration table or graph, 

the accuracy can be improved. The circuit used, from Borlase and 

David (1969), is shown in Fig, 9. The exponent n in the transfer 

equation is variable from 0,2 to 5 by adjusting R212, R213, and R214, 

maintaining their sum at about 50 Kfi.

The output connector has terminals for the plus and minus 

supply leads, the common lead, the output, and for several internal 

connections for calibration and assessment of instrument functions with

out disassembly. These are labelled TP on the diagrams and are for the 

thermopile amplifier, the voltage drop across the resistance thermometer, 

the summing amplifier output and the reference voltage.
Initially, the power supply was to use a DC-DC converter 

supplying ±15 volts from a single 12 volt source. However, these 

converters were extremely inefficient such that they would rapidly



Fig. 9. Logarithmic Converter

A201 - Burr-Brown 3058/01 
A202 - Burr-Brown 3058/01 
A203 - Fairchild U5B7725333 
A204 - Fairchild U5B7725333 
C201 - 100 pF, 100 V, Glass
C202 - .12 yF, 100 V, Polyester
C203 - 2200 pF, 100 V, Ceramic 
C204 - 100 pF, 100 V, Glass
C205 - .12,pF, 100 V, Polyester
C206 - 2200 pF, 100 V, Ceramic 
C207 - .01 pF, 100 V, Ceramic 
C208 - .022 pF, 100 V, Polyester
C209 - .047 pF, 100 V, Polyester
C210 - 56 pF, 100 V, Glass 
C211 - .022 pF, 100 V, Polyester
C212 - .047 pF, 100 V, Polyester
D201 - 1N4577 
D202 - 1N816
M201 - Analog Devices 751-N 
M202 - Analog Devices 751-N 
R201 - 2.74 KC2, 1%, i Watt
R202 - 14.7 KO, 1%, i Watt

R203 - 14.7 Kfi, 1%, i Watt 
R204 - 6.8 Mfi, 5%, i Watt 
R205 - 14.7 Kfi, 1%, i Watt 
R206 - 390 fi, 5%, i Watt 
R207 - 11.0 Kfi, 1%, j: Watt 
R208 - 6.8 Mfi, 5%, i Watt 
R209 - 14.7 Kfi, 1%, i Watt 
R210 -390 Q, 5%, i Watt 
R211- 11.0 m ,  1%, i Watt 
R212 - 49.9 «, 1%, i Watt 
R213 - 5Kfi Trimpot 
R214 - 56.2 m ,  1%, 2? Watt 
R215 - 23.7 Kfi, 1%, i Watt 
R216 - 43 Kfi, 5%, i Watt
R217 - 47 Kfi, 5%, i Watt
R218 - 39 5%, ? Watt
R219 - 22 0, 5%, i Watt 
R220 - 3.33 Kfi, 1%, i Watt 
R221 - 68 Kfi, 5%, ? Watt
R222 - 22 KQ, 51, £ Watt
R223 - 39 0, 5%, i Watt 
R224. - 22 a',-. 5%, i Watt

E = A(E.)n (0.2<n<5)O 1
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Fig. 9. Logarithmic Converter
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exhaust a single 12 volt battery» The final power source selected was 
two separate 12 volt lead-acid storage batteries. The power consump

tion anticipated was a continuous drain of 500 milliwatts, half from 
each battery. For 100 day operation, including self-discharge, this 

would require a 60 ampere-hour battery, a reasonable source.
The preceding circuitry, shown in complete form in Fig, 10, 

uses the layout shown in Fig, 3 for the situation in which the input 
power from the source greatly exceeds the input power from the case.
This would have been a good approximation had the original thermopile 

design been successful» However, the substitution of the Sensors, Inc, 

C-l thermopile requires the alternate solution shown in Fig, 4, Since

the design and construction of the remainder of this radiometer was

firmly committed when the thermopile substitution was made, there was 

no opportunity to alter the simpler design. Consequently, the initial 

calibration runs showed approximately a fourth-power dependence on 
instrument temperature. This can be corrected using a temperature- 

sensitive circuit employing thermistors. This is not a totally 

satisfactory solution, but is an expedient one. Future instruments 

will employ the proper circuitry to correct for this effect.

Mechanical

The radiometer is housed in an aluminum cylinder 16,5 cm in 
diameter and 25 cm tall. The sensor is at the apex of the 19 degree 

half-angle cone machined in a massive block of aluminum for good thermal

stability. The electronics boards are mounted on posts near the apex

of the cone. The space between the inside cone and the outside shell
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Fig. 10. Radiometer Electrical Schematic Diagram
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is filled with foam insulatione A cross section of the instrument is 

shown in Fig, 11, The case is painted white to minimize the instrument 
temperature rise when exposed to sunlight.
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Fig. 11. Radiometer Cross Section



CHAPTER 6

RADIOMETER PERFORMANCE

Calibration Method 

The adjustment and calibration of the radiometer is tedious but 

straightforwardo Two calibration sources were used; one for the pre
liminary adjustments and the other for the final calibration. The

first source, used for preliminary adjustments, is a chamber 15 by 15
I

by 2,5 cm fabricated from aluminum, The bottom and sides are 1*27 cm 

thick, the back is ,64 cm thick and the front is *05 cm thick. The top 

is open to allow the admission of a fluid to control the temperature of 

the front surface, which is coated with 3M Velvet Black paint* This 

paint has an emissivity of about 0.92 for temperatures between 0 and 
100°C in the 10 to 14 ym spectral range (Fuchs and Tanner 1966, 

Hemmerdinger and Hernbach 1965)* The source is quite flexible in that 

the temperature can be rapidly altered from cold to hot and back. 

Temperature measurements were made with a liquid-in-glass thermometer 

and a copper-constantan thermocouple used with an ice bath for the . 

reference junction and a high-impedance digital voltmeter*
The second source, used for the final calibration, is a water

' . . • ■ . - ' , . ‘' ■ ■ . _ _ 1
bath* The water is used in a large insulated vessel and has a calcu
lated emissivity (integrated over the range of the filter) of 0.98 

± 0*02 (Kauth 1965)* The temperature of this source was also measured
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with the liquid-in-glass thermometer and the thermocouple• The bath 

was agitated prior to a measurement to avoid temperature gradients. 

After it had been ascertained that the individual circuits 
were operating properly, the log circuit was adjusted for the correct 
exponent. The applicable equation is

Eout
E'out

?Ein
E'in

N
(27)

As described before, the exponent n in Eq. (26) is 4.204. To invert
-1this relationship, N must be set to n or 0.238. It was anticipated 

that most conditions would produce input voltages between 0.8 and 1.2 

volts. If these voltages are sequentially injected into the circuit 
as and E^ respectively, the corresponding ratio of output voltages
should be 1.5" = 1.101. Resistor R213 was varied until the ratio of

output voltages for these two inputs equalled this value.
The resistance values in the summing amplifier were adjusted

next. The output of the summing amplifier is proportional to the source

apparent exitance M' by the equation

E = AM* (28)
8

where A is an arbitrary constant consisting of the scaled outputs of the 

platinum resistance thermometer and the thermopile. This constant 

depends upon the values of R115, R116, R117, R118 and R120. The value 

of M* is solved using Eq. (26), and then A can be determined. Resistors 

R118 and R120 were chosen based upon signal levels previously observed
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during the individual circuit tests. Resistors R115 and R116 were 

adjusted to about 50 percent of their total resistance value. Resistor 

R117 was left out of the circuit temporarily? and was replaced by a 

variable resistor substitution box connected between TP1 and the 
inverting input of A103. The instrument was allowed to stabilize at 
ambient temperature, and was then exposed to the 3M Velvet Black source. 
This source was operated at several temperatures, achieved by filling 
the cavity first with ice water, then with tap water and finally with 
near-boiling water. At each temperature, the resistance substitution 
box was varied between 15 KQ and IMft, and the output voltage for each 

resistance was recorded. The value of M ? was then calculated for each 
bath temperature. Next, the ratios of output voltages at two different 

temperatures were plotted as a function of resistance. The resistance 

for which the voltage ratio is equal to the ratio of values of M ? at 

the same two temperatures is then the required resistance. This 

equality says that AEg/AM’ is constant. A resistor about 2.5 K£2 lower 

than this resistance was installed as R117, and an ohmmeter was then 

used to adjust R115 so the total resistance was equal to the calculated 

resistance.
This completed the internal adjustments, assuming the overall 

responsivity obtained in the final calibration could be tolerated. If 

this value needs adjustment, R220 must be altered. The temperature 

responsivity was determined by exposing the radiometer to the calibra

tion source for several source temperatures. The source used for 

calibration was the water bath. Various temperatures are obtained by
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using water chilled with ice (with no free ice floating on the surface)

and by heating.the water with an immersion heater» With the radiometer
at ambient temperatures the output signal was recorded« When the
signal was divided by the source temperature, the temperature

responsivity was obtained. This value applies only for surfaces
with the emissivity of the calibration source. For other sources, the
responsivity R is found using 1

’ M i d  • <29)

For the water source used, = 0.98. If the source observed has an
emissivity of 0.9, the factor (c /c has a value of 0.98. If the

value of were used for a source with an emissivity of 0.9, the 

corresponding temperature error would be 6 K; at a source temperature of 

300 K. Table 4 gives the temperature error for a source temperature of 

300 K for various emissivity values when the radiometer has been 

calibrated using a source with an of 0.98 and R ^  is used.



Table 4
Error Due To Emissivity Difference 

From Calibration Source

es error (K)

.5 44

.75 18.5

.8 14

.85 10

.9 6

.92 4,5

.94 3

.96 1.5
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It is apparent from this table that for best results the emissivity of

the source must be known. A method to determine the emissivity of a
source using the radiometer will be described later.

For the radiometer developed here, the temperature responsivity
varies with temperature because a portion of the radiant input is

-1from the radiometer itself. This is shown in Fig. 12 as R , whereIt*
a dependence close to the fourth power of the radiometer temperature 
can be seen. This curve can be used directly, as the radiometer 

temperature can be determined using the internal platinum resistance 
thermometer and its calibration.

Another factor that was not taken into account during the 

previous discussion is the reflected radiation from the surrounding 

background. The error due to this radiation is now calculated for 
worst-case conditions; i.e., a warm, radiating overcast sky in summer.

In the wavelength region from 11 to 13 pm, the radiance is approxi
mately 800 x 10 6 W-cm ^-sr \  obtained from Fig. 5-10 of Kauth (1965). 

This is about the same as the radiance of a blackbody at 290 K in the 

same spectral region. If the temperature of the sky and the ground are 

the same, there will be no error. If there is a large temperature 

difference, however, a significant error will be found. A ground 

temperature of 340 K is assumed for these overcast conditions. The

average ground radiance L_ (for e - 1) corresponding to this temperature
■

in the spectral region from 11 to 13 pm is 1450 pW-cm -sr (It is 

inconceivable that a similar radiance difference could be achieved with 

the sky warmer than the ground, so this case will not be considered.)
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Using these values, the total ground radiance was calculated as a 

function of ground emissivity as shown in Table 5.

Table 5

Error Due To Sky Radiation For 
Various - Source Emissivities

£G eGLG ^ - eG)LB SUM SUM/eGLG AT

1. 1450 0 1450 1.000 0

.98 1421 16 1437 1.011 -.9

.96 1392 32 1424 1.023 -1.9

.94 1363 48 1411 1.035 —2.9

.92 1334 64 1398 1.048 3.8

.9 1305 80 1385 1,061 -4.8

.85 1233 120 1353 1.097 -7.6

.8 1160 160 1320 1.138 -10.6

,75 1088 200 1288 1.184 -13.9

.5 725 400 1125 1.552 -37.5
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The last two columns indicate the ratio between the worst-case sky 

radiation and no sky radiation and the temperature difference corre

sponding to this ratio. Note that the AT increases with decreasing e.
This factor can be accommodated if the radiometer can view the sky
alternately with the ground and if the ground emissivity is known. For
a fixed radiometer, however, this variable cannot be determined as 
needed and thus this factor limits the accuracy attainable.

determined in the field to a useful degree of accuracy (Fuchs and 

Tanner 1966). Equation (14) can be rewritten as

is determined at the time of calibration with the water bath. Then

This source should be relatively large such that the radiometer sees

of the field of view of the source. The source must have provisions for 
changing its temperature fairly rapidly, and a constant over the 

measurement period must be assumed. If successive measurements at two

Under certain conditions, the emissivity of a source can be

(30)

If Eg is the output signal from the summing amplifier (before the log 

converter), then Eg = R̂ L̂ ,, where is the radiance responsivity. This

(31)

A source having emissivity Eg is now placed in front of the radiometer.

only the source, and that the radiometer subtends a small portion (<Y q )

temperatures T^ and T^ are made for a constant background L^, the output 

voltages for the two measurements are
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E! = Rl 7 EST14 + (32)

E2 = ^  f  EST24 + ' (33)

The solution of these two simultaneous equations for and Eg provides
both the background radiance L and the source emissivity ec.B b

ifB - I 4
LB = ^(l-eg) (34>

k (E,-E1)
ES --------4 4 • (35)

0RL (T2 -T1 >

If the radiometer is next placed directly on the ground, a small black- 

body cavity is formed at ground temperature T^. The corresponding 

output voltage is given by

E3 = ^  f  TG4 * <36)

If the ground radiance is also measured from a higher position, this 

output voltage is given by

E4 \  it  eGTG + RLLB^1"GG^ * 

Substituting (36) into (37) and solving for er ,

E- - V *

Thus the emissivity of the ground can be determined using the radiometer.

There are two ways that this can be simplified. First, if the 

background is very low such that «  L^, then (38) reduces to



This condition can be realized on a very clear night with little 
atmospheric water vapor. A useful method of determining if Lg «  

is to place a sheet of highly reflective material such as aluminum foil 
on the ground so that virtually all of the radiation incident on the 
radiometer is reflected L . Then if the signal without the foil is

a

greater than 10 times the signal with the foil, Eq. (39) gives the

emissivity of the ground to within 2 percent for > .8 and within

1 percent for > .9.
The second simplification is to use a source of known emissivity

and known temperature for the values in Eq. (32). With and Tg known,

L can be found directly with Eq. (34), and the stability of L is no B D
longer important. Inspection of Eq. (34) shows that for best accuracy, 

Eg must be low, certainly less than 0.1. Thus a piece of polished 

aluminum also works well here.
The procedure for determining ground emissivity is:
1. Pick a clear night, or clear day if night is impossible.

2. Place a sheet of polished aluminum under the radiometer.

3. Measure the output voltage of the summing amplifier E^.

4. Measure the output voltage E^ when the radiometer is exposed 

to the ground.

5. If E^ is greater than 10 times E^, proceed directly to 

step 8.
6. Place radiometer on the ground and measure Eg.

7. Solve Eq, (39) for
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8. Measure and T^.
9. Solve Eq. (34) for and use this to solve Eq. (38)

for e..G .

Iristrumeiit Accuracy 

The results presented here must be considered preliminary inas
much as the final temperature-compensating network has not been 
installedo The individual modules have all been inspected and their 
performance documented in Appendix A. The tests consist of performance 
as.a function of temperature in the range -10 to 60°C and as a function 

of voltage in the range from ±11 volts to ±13 volts* The voltages were 

varied such that both the positive and the negative supplies were equal 

in magnitude. (This simulates equal battery drain.) They were also 

varied such that their magnitudes were different. (This is to simulate 

unequal battery drain.) The power consumption was also measured.
The thermopile amplifier was tested first. The parameters 

measured were gain stability and offset referred to output (RTO), The 

measurements were conducted using a stable voltage source and a 

precision resistor to generate a stable input current and a precision 

digital voltmeter to monitor the output. When.subjected to the voltage 

test, the thermopile amplifier gain was stable to within 1 percent of 

full scale and the offset referred to output was ±0.023 volts. This 

offset results in an apparent temperature change of ±4 K. Fortunately, 

the high offset is as a result of vastly different voltages for the 

positive and negative supplies. If the voltages vary between ±11 and 

±13 volts with a maximum unbalance of 0.5 volt, (the probable result of
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using high-quality batteries and changing them regularly), the offset 

referred to output is ±0.008 volts, corresponding to a temperature 

change of ±1.4 K. The temperature test was more satisfactory. The 
gain of the amplifier was stable to ±0.5 percent of full scale and the 

offset was ±0.003 volts. This offset corresponds to a temperature 

change of ±0.5 K. During this test, the amplifier malfunctioned at 
temperatures below -15°C. Since the amplifier is not performance-rated 
by the manufacturer for temperatures below 10oC, the performance rating 

on the radiometer must be limited to instrument temperatures in the 

range -10 to 60QC,
The reference thermometer proved to have quite good performance. 

The reference voltage remained at 6.222 ± ,002 volts for supply 
voltages between ±11 and ±13 volts and for temperatures between -10 and 
60°C. The platinum resistance thermometer current remained constant to 

within ±2 percent for voltage variations and decreased by 2.5 percent 

for a temperature change from -10 to 60°C. These factors lead to a 

maximum error of ±0.7 K from this source.

The summing amplifier performed very well in the tests. This 

amplifier solves the equation Eout = A E ^  + BE^, and A and B are stable 

to within ±1 percent over the voltage «and temperature range. The 

corresponding temperature error is ±0.2 K.
The resistance of the platinum resistance thermometer was 

measured at 0°C and found to be 501.3 ohms. The manufacturers nominal 

value is 500 ohms. The difference, if the radiometer were used in an 

^absolute mode, would be equivalent to ±0.7 K. However, since the entire
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radiometer is calibrated prior to installation, the absolute value is 

not important• If the radiometer temperature is telemetered, the 

maximum error using the manufacturers data is ±1 K, including the 

effects of the constant-current generator» The temperature responsivity 

is a function of the radiometer temperature, as shown in Fig. 12. With

out temperature compensation a 1 K error in knowledge of the radiometer 
temperature results in about a 2.5 K measurement error. With tempera

ture compensation this error can be expected to be less than 1 K.

The log amplifier, used for the function Eout: = A(E^)^ also 
performed quite well. The constant A was stable to ±1 percent over the 
voltage and temperature range. The exponent was also constant to 
within ±1 percent over the same ranges. These factors correspond to a 

maximum temperature error of ±3 K.
The r.s.s. error of all of these instrumental factors is ±3.6 K. 

The external factors limiting the overall accuracy attainable are the 

ground emissivity and the sky radiation. These factors can be estimated 

using tables 4 and 5.
Since the instrument has an analog output, the resolution has 

been defined as the temperature difference whose electrical output 

difference is equal to the r.m.s. noise output of the radiometer. This 

is the usual definition of NETD, the noise-equivalent temperature 

difference, and is evaluated by measuring the output voltage at two 
different source temperatures and the noise voltage and inserting them 

into the equation
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(T “T )
NETD = - ( v ^ )Vn . (40)

The noise voltage was estimated using an oscilloscope, yielding a 
calculated noise-equivalent temperature difference of 0,3 K,

The total power consumption of the radiometer at supply voltages 
of plus and minus 12 volts is 732 milliwatts. The current drain from 

the positive supply is 32 mA and the drain from the negative supply is 
29 mA, With a continuous drain of 30 mA, a 72 A-hour battery will last 
about 2400 hours or 100 days, Including self-discharge, the battery 
should be recharged or replaced every 90 days,

Stability

The radiometer is too young for an accurate assessment of its 

long-term stability. However, preliminary measurements and the 

specifications of the components employed indicate that a drift of no 

more than 2 K over a period of three months can be expected. Platinum 
resistance thermometers are noted for their exceptional stability, and 

all of the electronic circuitry was chosen for long-term performance. 

Most of the critical circuits depend upon the ratios of precision 

resistors. The Zener diodes are well aged and previous experience 

indicates that they have almost no long-term drift. The components that 

still must be proven are the thermopile and the transistors in the 
logarithmic modules, There is nothing in the thermopile that indicates 

any kind of instability, and the log module transistors should be stable 

unless inadvertently mistreated. The radiometer is sealed by an 

IRTRAN-2 window and has an inert atmosphere inside which should
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adequately protect the filter and the thermopile window from degrada

tion. Another unknown is the possible loss in transmission from the 

IRTRAN-2 window due to reflected solar ultraviolet and blowing sand 
and dust. These factors remain to be evaluated.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The need for an inexpensive, low powered, accurate and stable 
radiometer for remote ground^temperature measurements has provided the 

incentive for this work. A careful study of methods of radiometric 
temperature measurements revealed that a passive type of reference 

would be ideal, in contrast to the power-hungry method using a heated 
cavity and motor-driven chopper that is currently in favor. Of the 

available uncooled detectors useful in the 8 to 14 pm wavelength range, 

the radiation thermopile is the most suitable when used with a preci

sion platinum resistance thermometer as developed on this program. An 

electronics package to work in conjunction with the thermopile and 

platinum resistor was developed using modern monolithic operational 

amplifier technology, and the output has been made linear with tempera
ture. A procedure was developed to calibrate the radiometer, and a 

means of determining the emissivity of the surface viewed by the 

radiometer was presented. The radiometer as it now stands has an 

instrumental accuracy of ±3.6 K for a wide range of operating voltages 

and temperatures, and the total power consumption is less than 1 watt.

It is concluded from the program that a radiometer suitable for 
long term unattended ground-temperature measurements can be made at a 

reasonable cost and still yield adequate performance. Several factors 

limit the overall performance of any similar radiometer; namely, the

: -- 61 - ,'
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ability to accurately assess the ground emissivitys the reflectance of 

the ground such that a portion of the background is reflected into the 
radiometer, and the variability of the background itself.

The principal sources of error in the radiometer have been 
identified. It is recommended that further work be done to reduce the 
error contributions due to the temperature sensitivity of the platinum 

resistance thermometer current generator and the log circuit. It would 
also be advisable to locate a new thermopile amplifier which will 

function at temperatures below -10°C and which will be more stable with 

power supply variations. The entire circuit should be updated with 

particular regard to lowering the power consumption without sacrificing 

the performance already attained. And finally, the double-squaring 

circuit needed to properly compensate the output for variations in 

instrument temperature should be developed and incorporated.



APPENDIX A

TEST RESULTS

The data tabulated in this appendix are the results of several 

tests made on the individual circuits of the radiometer as well as on 

the entire instrument. All temperatures were measured using either a 

liquid-in-glass thermometer or a copper-constantan thermocouple used 

with an ice bath reference and a DVM. All test voltages were supplied 

with a precision voltage source, and test currents used precision 
resistors with this voltage source. Currents were measured using a 

digital voltmeter across a calibrated resistor. Power supply voltages 

were furnished using a regulated bipolar supply that has adjustments 

for voltage level and for balance between the positive and negative 

supply voltages.
The test results are arranged with voltage tests on individual 

circuits, temperature tests of individual circuits, and total radiometer 

performance as follows:

Table Test
6 Voltage Test On Thermopile Amplifier

7 Voltage Test On Resistance Thermometer

8 Voltage Test On Summing Amplifier

9 Voltage Test On Logarithmic Converter
10 Temperature Test On Thermopile Amplifier ,

11 Temperature Test On Resistance Thermometer

63
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Table Test

12 Temperature Test On Summing Amplifier

13 Temperature Test On Logarithmic Converter
14 Variable Source Test On Complete Radiometer

15 Temperature Test On Complete Radiometer

16 Voltage Test On Complete Radiometer

Table 6
Voltage Test On Thermopile Amplifier 

E . (RTO) = ±.008V A(GAIN) = ±1%

Supply
+

Voltage
0

E _ out-93x10
f°r I.n - 

10"8 -83x10 °

12 12 .002 -.032 —. 110 -.331

11.5 12 -.003 — .033 -.110 -.331

12 11.5 .006 -.032 -.109 -.330

11.5 11.5 .008 — .032 -.110 -.331

11 11.5 .006 -.033 -.110 -.331

11.5 11 .008 -.032 -.109 -.330

11 11 .004 -.032 -.109 -. 330



Table 7

Voltage Test On Resistance Thermometer

iVref - 0 41 = ±2%const

Supply \ 
+

foltage Reference
Voltage

E acros 
340.6

s R for R 
459.6 707.5

12 12 6.223 .366 .494 .760

11.5 12 6.223 > 367 .495 .761

12 11.5 6.223 .366 .494 .760

11.5 11.5 6.223 .366 .494 .760

11 11.5 6.223 .367 ,495 .761

11.5 11 6.223 .366 .494 .760

11 11 6.223 .366 .494 .759
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Table 8

Voltage Test On Summing Amplifier 

AA = +.2% AB = +.1%

Supply Voltage Eg for Er  = .635V and etp A B
+ - -.1 0 . 1 .2

12 12 1.310 1.078 .844 .611 1.698 2.332

11.5 12 1.310 1.077 .844 .611 1.696 2.330

12 11.5 1.310 1.077 .844 .611 1.696 2.330

11.5 11.5 1.310 1.077 .844 .611 1.696 2.330

11 11.5 1.309 1.077 .844 .610 1.696 2.328

11.5 11 1,310 1.077 .844 .611 1.696 2.330

11 11 1.309 1.077 .843 .610 1.696 2.332
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Table 9

Voltage Test On Logarithmic Converter 

AA = +.2% An = ±.5%

Supply Voltage E ■ for E. = out in A n
+ — .8 1.2

12 12 .794 .875 .838 .239

11.5 12 .794 .874 .837 .237

12 11.5 .795 .875 .838 .237

11.5 11.5 .794 .874 .837 .237

11 11.5 .794 .874 .837 .237

11.5 11 .793 .873 .836 .237

11 11 .793 .873 .836 .237
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Table 10

Temperature Test On Thermopile Amplifier 
E (RTO) = ±.003V A(GAIN) = ±1%

Temp.
(°c.) 1 H O 1 0

0

Eou
0

t £or h n  ' 
10"8 -82x10 3xl0“8

-16.0 -.041 .051 .144 .249 .358

-13.8 -.109 .001 .108 .219 .329

-10.6 -.112 -.001 .107 .218 .328

- 4.8 -.111 -.001 .107 .218 .328

0.2 —. Ill —. 002 .107 .218 .329

6.8 -.110 0 .109 .219 .329

11.3 -.110 0 .109 .220 .330

15.1 -.110 .001 .109 .220 .330

20.1 -.109 .001 .109 .220 .331

25.0 -.109 .002 .110 .220 .331

32.0 -.110 .001 .109 .220 .331

39.5 -.110 .001 > .109 .220 .330

48.5 -.*109 .002 .110 .220 .331

59.6 -.108 .003 .111 .222 .332



Table 11

Temperature Test On Resistance Thermometer
I (avg) = 1.080 I = ±3% V -=±.02%cc cc ref

Temp.
(°c.)

l
E at cc
500ft Icc Vref

-13.9 .550 1.100 6.221

- 7.3 .548 1.096 6.222

- 2.5 .546 1.092 ' 6.222

2.5 .545 1.090 6.222

8.2 .543 1.090 6.222

23.2 .539 1.078 6.223

30.0 .537 1.074 6.223

35.0 .536 1.072 6.223

42.5 .535 1.070 6.223
47.5 .534 1.068 6.223

54.8 .534 1.068 6.223

60.4 .534 1.068 6.223
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Table 12

Temperature Test On Summing Amplifier
A = 1.840 AA = ±0.3% B 2.332 AB = ±0.9%avg avg

Temp.
(°c.)

E from 
PRT -.1

E . for out
0

Ein = 
.1 .2

A B

-13.9 .550 1.249 1.015 ,780 .546 1.845 2.345

- 7.3 .548 1.242 1.008 .774 .540 1.839 2.340

2.5 .545 1.231 1.001 .770 .536 1.837 2.312

8.2 .543 1.235 1.001 .768 .534 1.843 2.335

23.2 .539 1.227 .993 .760 .527 1.842 2.333

30.0 .537 1.222 .988 .755 .522 1.840 2.337

: 35.0 .536 1.220 .986 .754 .520 1.840 2.330

42.5 .535 1.217 .984 .751 .518 1.839 2.333

: 47.5 .534 1.216 .982 .750 .516 1.839 2.330

54.8 .534 1.216 .982 .750 .516 1.839 2.330

60.4 .534 1.214 . 981 .748 .515 1.837 2.330



Table 13

navg

Note;

Temperature Test On Logarithmic Converter
.235 An = ±.00.4 A = .940 AA - 5.1%

= ±1.7% aVg
At the time of this test, a network containing a 
temperature-sensitive element was installed, 
causing the gross variation in A. With a fixed 
resistor substituted for this network, AA would 
be 2.7%. The value of n is unaffected by this 
change.

Temp.
(°c.)

E ‘ f out
.8

:or Ein = 
1.2

A n

-4 .871 .959 .918 .237

0 .872 , .960 . 919 .237

5 .874 .963 .922 .239

10 .877 .965 .924 .235

15 . .879 .968 . 927 .237

20 .880 .969 .928 .237

25 .889 .979 .937 .237

30 .907 .997 .956 .233
35 .904 .994 .952 .235

40 .908 .997 .956 .231

45 .905 .995 .953 .233

51 .898 .989 .947 .237

56 .912 1.003 .961 .235

61 .917 1.007 .966 .231



Table 14

Variable Source Test On Complete Radiometer

RT(avg) = 3‘240 mV/K ARt “ 1-1%

Calibration Factor = R^ 3 = 308.6 K/V

Source
Temp.
(°c.)

E , out Temp. 
(K) 4

mV/K

0 .879 273.16 3.218

5.5 .899 278.66 3.226

9.2 .913 282.36 3.233

13.0 .926 286.16 3.236

16.7 .939 289.86 3.239

19.8 .950 292.96 3.243

24.8 .968 297.96 3.249

30.0 .986 303.16 3.252

37.9 1.011 311.06 3,250

46.0 1.038 319.16 3.252

53.3 1.060 326.46 3.247

59.1 1.078 332.26 3.244

70.1 1.110 343.26 3.234



Table 15
Temperature Test On Complete Radiometer

Temp.
( ° c . )

E _ out Source
Temp.

(K)
v1
K/V

-10.0 .892 289.96 325.1
— 5.0 .885 289.56 327.2

0.6 .896 289.26 322.8

6.5 .883 289.06 327.3

10.7 .882 289.26 327.9

16.7 .879 289.36 329.2

23.5 .862 290.46 336.9

28.0 .854 291.66 341.5

32.0 .837 291.96 348.2

37.1 .817 292.06 357.6

42.1 .794 292.16 367.9

47.0 .774 291.16 376.2

50.0 .759 291.16 383.6

55.0 .738 291.26 394.6

60.0 .714 291.36 408.1



Table 16

Voltage Test On Complete Radiometer

V Eout

13
12

11
,5V unbalance -

. 912 

.907 

.902 

no effect

Power Consumption

Voltage Current Power

12.0V

-12.0V

.032A 

-.029A 

Total Po

.384 W 

.348 W 

wer .732 W
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